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Case Number:  S2108000270 Rev B 
 

Release Date:  June 2022 

 

Symptom/Vehicle Issue:  Sky Slider Power Top Does Not Operate. New Power Top 
Motors Inoperative  
 

Customer Concern/Technician Observation: Owner complains the sky slider top 
does not open. Technician finds the power motors do not operate, power top motors 
may have been replaced and will not calibrate.  
 

Repair Procedure: The cluster provides warning messages when ignition is first 
turned “on” and or during a power top open/close request. If there are no EVIC 
messages (see list below), check to see if the rear wiper motor will turn on. If the rear 
wiper does not function, check the BCM roof sense ground circuit shown in the figure 
below.  
 

EVIC Power Top Status Messages: 
 If "OBSTRUCTED", the IC shall display POWER TOP-NOT AVAILABLE-
OBSTACLE DETECTED. 
 If "SPEED_INH“(Speed above 60 MPH) the IC shall display POWER TOP-NOT 
AVAILABLE-SPEED TOO  HIGH 
 If "COLD_INH“ (Temperature below -4F), the IC shall display POWER TOP-NOT 
AVAILABLE-TEMP TOO  LOW 
 
EVIC Power Top Calibration Status Messages: 
 If "PT_UNCAL“(Power Top not calibrated), the IC shall display POWER TOP-
NOT AVAILABLE-PRESS AND  HOLD TO CALIB 
 If "PT_CAL_IN_PROG“ (Power Top calibration in progress), the IC shall display 
POWER TOP-NOT  AVAILABLE-CALIB IN PROGRESS 
 If "PT_CAL_INTERUPT“(Power Top calibration interrupted) , the IC shall display 
POWER TOP- CALIBRATION INCOMPLETE 
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 If "PT_CAL_COMPLETE“ (Power Top calibration successful), the IC shall display 
POWER TOP-CALIB  COMPLETE 
     If "PT_UNCAL_ENG_OFF“ (Power Top not calibrated and engine off), the IC shall 

display AUTO POWER TOP-NOT AVAILABLE-PRESS AND HOLD 
 

<<<Note>>> Power Top relearn procedure can be initiated by holding the “close” 
switch for 10 seconds when top is in the closed position. Power Top motor will not lose 
calibration if the customer accidentally initiates relearn mode and does not complete 
calibration cycle. The old software profile is saved and the ecu will use that as a 
backup and everything should function as intended. The concern would only be if a 
technician does not finish the calibration cycle on a new motor. If it is a brand-new 
motor and the relearn procedure is interrupted, then only manual movement is allowed 
until a profile is available to use. For Power Top Calibration see procedure - 08 - 
Electrical / 8N - Power Systems / Power Top, Full Open Retractable Roof / Standard 
Procedure 
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Check pin 14, Q997 circuit, C5 connector at the BCM for proper grounding. 

 

 

  
 
 
 

Wiper Motor, Rear 


